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Good WRITING SKILLS are a
Key to Success!
Writing courses offered by the English Department this
spring quarter, open to all SU students!
• Build your skills as a writer
• Become amore confident writer
• Prepare for writing in other courses, in
your career, or in graduate school
ENGL291 Writiag/Editing& Style (3 credits; TTH 3:45-5:10)
Course goals: to recognize and recreate varying complexity in sentence structure and expression; to understand
appropriate writing styles for different contexts; and to strengthen your writing through careful attention to
transitions, strong/active word choice, coherence, and persuasiveness.
ENGL 309: Composition Practice and Theory (5 credits; tth 3:45-5:50)
Course goals: to improve your writing by using writing-to-leam and writing-process knowledge; to employ various
revision strategies; toapply rhetorical knowledge ofaudience, purpose, genre, and style in diverse writing situations;
and to understand approaches to teaching writing.
ENGL 391: Research Writing (5 credits; tth 10:15-12:20)
Course goals: to improve writing skills through short writing assignments; to apply knowledge ofresearch methods,
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O OBAMA EDUCATES US ON THE STATEOFTHE UNION
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YAKAMA NATION FIGHTS FOR RESTORED AUTHORITY
Sumedha Majumdar
Volunteer Writer
January 17, 2014 was a big day for the
Yakama Nation tribe.
On that day, Washington governor
Jay Inslee signed a proclamation
returning almost all civil and criminal
authorities over to tribal members on
the eastern Washington reservation.
The next step is federal approval before
the proclamation can take effect.
“The biggest benefit is that we have
the right to determine our own destiny
and our own laws,” said Tribal Council
Chairman Harry Smiskin to' the
Yakima Herald Republic.
The Yakama Nation has long been
living without this right. The move to
restore authority is a historic event—
the first of its kind in the country.
Under a treaty signed with the
federal government back in 1855, the
Yakama Nation is a sovereign nation.
This means it has the right to govern
itself.
However, in 1953 U.S. Public Law
83-280 was introduced. According to
a report from the Washington State
Senate Committee Services, the public
law aimed to give states more authority
over the Native American tribe lands.
In 1963, the state gained the power to
exercise more control over matters of
school attendance, public assistance,
dependant children, domestic issues,
adoption proceedings, and operation
of motor vehicles on streets, roads and
highways on Native American land
{We have the right to de-termine our own destiny Iand our own laws. WHarry Smiskin,
Tribal Council Chairman
and reservation property.
This was also referred to as the PL
280 jurisdiction that gave Washington
state full authority over nine Native
American tribes and partial control
over 12, the report said.
As people started playing with the
idea of retrocession—the process of
NEWS
regaining lost rights and privileges—-
tribes formally applied to governor
Christine Gregoire in 2012 for a return
of authority to Native American tribes.
At the time, the Yakama Nation tribe
proposed that the state have authority
in matters regarding mental illnessand
assault convictions. Except for these
instances, matters would be handled by
tribal leaders.
The proclamation signed on Friday
similarly maintains that the state will
have jurisdiction over civil or criminal
cases involving people outside of the
tribes community, but other authority
will be settled within the tribe.
Post-proclamation, however, a lot
will have to be done, according to
Yakima CountySheriff Ken Irwin.
“They have some steps left,” Irwin
said. “In the meantime, it’s business as
usual and we are working togethervery
well.”
TheYakamaNationhas already signed
memorandums of understanding with
various cities and counties, but how
major criminal cases will be handled
by the Yakama Nation and the Bureau
of Indian Affairs is something that will
be worked through and tested in the
coming months.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs will be
working to review this proclamation
before it can go into full effect.
Smiskin also told the Yakima Herald
Republic that he foresees obtaining
federal approval may take up to a
year, after which budgets and finances
will need to be analyzed and finalized
to help support civil authorities over
issues of child and family support,
school systems, and more.
To many, Inslee signing the
proclamation was a cause for
celebration and buses of supporters
from the Yakama Nation tribe went to
Olympia for the event.
Smiskin said that he urged his
tribesmen to pursue the action of the
appeal of retrocession as he had seen
it work wonders for a different tribes
back in the 1980s. How effective it is
for the Yakama Nation is a question
that will find its answers in the future.
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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STUDENTS PAY HIGH PRICE UNDER METRO CHANGES
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
The wheels on thebus maynot be going
round and round much longer.
The King County Metro Bus
System has struggled to receive
enough funding and may be forced
to eliminate or reduce several bus
routes including the 3, the 4 and the
12, which all run close to the Seattle
University campus.
Tanary Gomez, commuter rep for
the Student Government of Seattle
University (SGSU), has taken a
stand against these proposed bus
cuts. She has joined forces with
the student government of Seattle
Central Community College to voice
concerns for both schools’ students.
Because the decision to stop these bus
cuts completely is out of university
and student control, the student
government has also been preparing a
backup plan if the cuts do occur.
“We would have shuttle buses to
take over the 12, the 3 or the 4,” Gomez
{Its
not really fair to cut
buses because what are
people supposed to do
if they don’t have a car? I
Briana Jordan,
Senior
said. “The shuttle buses can be used to
take students downtown and to other
main places. That is one ofthe things I
have been working on this year.”
According to the Seattle U website,
77 percent of the student population
lives off campus which includes 59
percent of all undergraduates. There
are several transportation options
available to these commuter students,
with buses being the most common.
If the routes are changed or reduced,
many students may have to adapt the
way they get to school—in many cases,
commuting would go from being a
nuisance to a serious challenge.
“Aside from the commuters, this
will negatively impact all students,”
Gomez said. “If theyreduce the buses,
there will be more people driving,
longer commutes and less available
parking spaces. It will not only affect
people who take the bus.”
TREVOR UMBINETTI • THE SPECTATOR
Many students rely on buses to get to andfrom school and around the city. New budget cuts in the Seattle Metro system
could result in the loss ofseveral routes around Seattle University. Such cuts could affect commuters and students traveling
through Capitol Hill.
Several commuter students have
already expressed their concern.
Freshman Khadija Diallo alternates
between driving and taking the bus.
“If they were to cut down the buses,
I would have to resort to driving
every day which would cost more on
parking and I wouldn’t really like it,”
Diallo said.
“I use the bus almost every day,
especially in the afternoons,” said
freshman Oshian Coates. “If they cut
my route, it will make getting home
much harder. And when it gets late
and dark in Seattle it can be scary,
especially as a girl. I wouldn’t be too
pleased.”
Fewer routes would mean more
waiting time—something that
wouldn’t be convenient after a later
class. Sophomore My-anh Doan and
freshman Lynn Doan said that the bus
is the only option they have to get to
school and go home.
Senior Briana Jordan shared her
concerns for commuter students.
“It’s not really fair to cut buses
because what are people supposed
to do if they don’t have a car?” said
Jordan. “I understand thatmaybe they
need more money in the budget not
to cut the routes, but it would make
things so difficult.”
The metro bus system has also
proposed an alternate solution to
possibly avoid cutting the routes.
If they are unable to receive more
funding before the summer, they may
choose to keep the routes and instead
raise fares. Although it would save
the bus routes, raising the cost could
still negatively impact students and
communitymembers who can’t afford
a higher bus fee.
“If they raise the fares, that would
mean the ORCA cards will cost more,”
Gomez said. “I can already barely
afford it for the quarter so I don’t
know how I would do it.”
Several students may be forced
to find some sort of alternative
transportation to campus.
“If they change the routes or raise
the fare, I would be less likely to take
the bus. I would choose to commute
with my parents more often,” said
January 29, 2014
freshman Maddy Robles.
If a change is absolutely necessary,
more students would prefer higher
fares as opposed to the cut routes as
ORCA cards are still available for
student use at Seattle U. Cutting the
routes would present a bigger problem
for students who need to find a way
to school, home, work, or any other
place in Seattle.
“Getting rid of the buses reduces the
likelihood of the youth getting to the
resources they need,” said Gomez.
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
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MURRAY HURRIES TO KICKSTART YEAR IN OFFICE
ELAINE THOMPSON .AP PHOTO
Seattle mayoral candidate state Sen. Ed Murray, center right, waves with his husband, Michael Shiosaki, at an election
night party Tuesday, Nov. 5, 2013, in Seattle. Murray challenged incumbentMayor Mike McGinn in a race where both
candidates have been trying to establish themselves as the more liberalchoicefor voters in the Northwest’s largest city.
Alaina Bever
Staff Writer
City Hall’s modern architecture and
welcoming atmosphere make the
building feel like more of a place
of business than of politics. Upon
traveling up to the seventh floor to
meet the mayor, however, I got a
glimpse of what working at City Hall
is really like—as soon as I stepped
off the elevator the voices of angry
protestors filled the lobby.
The loud protestors serve as a
reminder of the challenges of being a
leader. With a city as large as Seattle,
it is impossible to make everyone
happy all the time, and Seattle seems
especially keen on voicing its peoples
opinions when opposition arises.
Mayor Ed Murray, however, is facing
these challenges with poise. As Murray
welcomed me into the office for the
interview, explaining that the space is
still awork in progress as he moves in, I
could sense his excitement for his new
6 NEWS
position as mayor and his eagerness to
share some of his ideas with the Seattle
Universitypopulation.
In the Spectators exclusive interview
with the new mayor, he expressed hope
that the city and the university can
work together to solve issues facing the
Seattle U community.
{When
I ran the cam-
paign...one of our
themes was that ofhav- m.
ing an affordable city.
Ed Murray,
Mayor
“I hope that the city and Seattle U
can develop some relationships on
these very issues. And I look forward to
getting to the campus. I’ve been there
as a legislator but I’m looking forward
to coming by and meeting the students
and faculty in my new role as mayor.”
During his campaign, Murray
promoted many goals similar to
those of his opponent, incumbent
Mike McGinn. These goals included
reforming the Seattle Police
Department, expanding transit and
increasing minimum wage. Murray,
however, was able to present some of
these ideas with a much less abrasive
tone than his predecessor, which many
attributehis victoryto.
During his campaign, Murray
promoted his own vision of mending
relationships with Olympia and
concentrating police efforts on
preventing crime downtown. It
was these promises that contrasted
Murray from McGinn, who caused
fights with the City Council and other
departments during his time as mayor
and who made claims that crime rates
in Seattle are the lowest they’vebeen in
30 years.
Murray, however, is not without
opponents. Some took issue during
the election with Murray’s apparently
much more corporate slant,particularly
citing the large donations he received
from Comcast and drawing links
between this giving and formerMayor
McGinn’s plan to bring gigabit fiber to
the area. Both Murray and Comcast
denied these claims.
Murray, a Capitol Hill resident, is
well acquainted with the Capitol Hill
community and with the city of Seattle
itself. Murray hosted his campaign
party at Neumos venue on Capitol Hill
and his campaign headquarters were
in the old C+K Graphics building on
Pike.
Many Seattle residents know Murray
for his strong reputation in Olympia
and as Seatde’s first openly gay mayor,
but his liberal policies are beginning to
take their own form as the transition
pushes forward - especially now that
they aren’t being displayed against the
backdrop of what became a somewhat
contentious campaign against an
opponent as loud as as fervent as
McGinn.
Murray fully supports the push for
$ 15 per hour minimum wage in Seattle,
a movement which has been gaining
publicity, but faces major opposition
from small businesses. In addition,
Murrayhas spent a good amount ofhis
short time as mayor focusing energy on
the Seattle Police Department reform,
demonstrating his dedication to public
safety.
Murray acknowledges that crime
is an issue on the minds of many
Seattleites, especially Seattle U students
who havebeenfaced with an increasing
number of incidents on and around
campus. He addressed this issue in a
recent exclusive interview with The
Spectator by explaining his plans for
the police department reform, and how
residents can expect these changes to
impact crime rates and safety.
“Obviously I know that everyone
knows that the police department has
been under a federal investigation and
is now under a court order for reforms
that happened before I became mayor,”
Murray said. “I am committed that we
actually reform our police department
on issues like use of force and- issues
like bias policing, particularly as it
relates to race. But in addition to that
we want to change how we police in
Seattle. We want to move towards
a model of not just using the term
community policing’ but actually
having police officers who are on the
streets on a regular basis walking
the streets. Most people in Seattle
commute not by cars but by other
means. And weneed our police officers
on bicycles, on foot patrols. And not
just one or two days a week but every
day of the week. Particularly in dense
urban neighborhoods like Capitol Hill
or First Hill.”
While Murray and the Seattle Police
Department hope that these changes
will be beneficial in the long term,
Murray also addressed the apparent
increase in crime around the Central
District and Capitol Hill areas that has
attracted attention from the media and
Seattle U students alike.
“In regards to the current problem,
we have increased patrols in that area
and police presence in that area and
of course they are investigating this,”
Murray said. “But we have to take it a
step further which is why I mentioned
actually looking at different methods
of policing. The other challenge the
court has given us is that the police
department doesn’t do a very good
job of using technology—of tracking
dataand looking at patterns. And that’s
one of the ways that you can identify
a neighborhood that’s having problems
earlier on and move to do something
about it.”
Another issue that many Seattle U
students are experiencing firsthand
is that of affordable housing.
Upperclassmen hoping to move off
campus have probably found that
affordable housing is hard to come by
in a popular neighborhood like Capitol
Hill. And it’s not just college students,
but many Seattle residents living off of
working wages as well, who are dealing
with this problem.
“When I ran the campaign this last
year, one of our themes was that of
having an affordable city’’ Murray said
in regard to the rising cost of living in
Seatde. “A city not just for the wealthy
but a city of people who live here
and want to work here. And we’re
attempting to deal with that on several
different levels.”
Some of those main levels are the
minimum wage, access to affordable
housing and programs that would
begin to build what Murray refers
to as “workforce housing”—housing
specifically aimed at lower income
families and people. According to
Murray, Seattle gave out close to 9,000
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“Butwe don’t mine that data,” Murray
said. “We don’t look for trends, and it’s
only after the fact that we saw that most
of the rentals that were proposed to be
built are high end. And there’s a lot that
we can do ifwe know what’s happening
in our city”
Murray also gave insight on the
possibility of increased popularity of
aPodments, or microhousing. These
offeran inexpensive housing alternative
for those who are willing to sacrifice
a large living space for an affordable
option. Critics, however, worry that the
aPodments will create infrastructure
problems.
“Some neighborhoods in Seattle can
handle more density, and more density
will help with the costs, but we need
the density with the infrastructure,”
Murray said. According to him,
the areas around Seattle U are the
neighborhoods that have to walkability
to maintain high density housing.
The goal is to figure out how to make
just housing available and affordable
throughout the city.
“I think this comes down to an
affordable city. The idea of livable
wages, the idea of being able to afford
to live in the city,” Murray said. “I grew
up in a working class family in the city
and therewere seven kids in my family,
and our parents were able to own a
house. That’s not true today. That’s not
good for this city. When we talk about
diversity we need to also remember
economic diversity. As someone who
goes to mass at St. Ignatius at Seattle
TREVOR UMBINETTI • THE SPECTATOR
Seattle’s new mayor, Ed Murray, met with The Spectator to discuss issues ofpub-
lic safety and the minimum wage debate.
U, the Jesuit principles and Ignatian
spirituality about helping those inneed,
about giving to others, are personal
values of mine that I would like us to
translate into public policy—that we
really do concentrate on those who are
trying to make their way up in thiscity.”
When askedabout how his goals have
changed since the election, Murray
said that the core goals he promoted
during his campaign are still a priority
today. Specific strategies and planning,
however, have changed slightly based
on what Murray has learned from his
experience.
“I thinkthat the issue of public safety,
reforming our police department,
adding more police officers, choosing
a new police chief, and changing
the way we do policing, is far more
time consuming than maybe even I
realized,” Murray said. “Many of our
departments need to be reorganized.
We’re in the process of reorganizing
January 29, 2014
our civil rights department, completely
revamping our immigration office,
completely revamping our human
services offices, and these are offices
where thereis a lot of confusion andwe
need to streamline how they function
so that they can actually serve the
people who they need to serve.
“We knew that there were problems
there, and there have been more
problems there than we realized. But
generally the idea of the affordable
city, public safety, a city that’s a leader
on the environment, those remain the
top priorities for this administration,
in addition to having a discussion
about what we are going to do with the
high rates of immigrant students and
minority students dropping out of our
public high schools and not graduating.
Alaina may be reached at
abever@su-spectator.com
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RANKINGS MEAN LITTLE, BUT VITAL FOR SCHOOLS
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
No matter what background they
come from, all Seattle University stu-
dents have one thing in common: they
all decided to come here.
Some transferred from other places,
but most made their decision during
their senior year of high school. Most
will remember it as a choice that re-
quired the weighing of a lot of differ-
ent factors and options.
A recent study attempts to analyze
the extent to which college rankings
impact that decision. New York re-
searchersMolly Alterand Randall Re-
back recently published “Educational
Evaluation and Policy Analysis: True
for Your School? How Changing Rep-
utations Alter Demand for Selective
U.S. Colleges.” The report attempts to
gauge the influence reviews from pub-
lications like The Princeton Review or
U.S. News & World Report have.
As referenced in The Seattle Times,
an academic ranking in the top 20-25
increases the applicant pool by 2.3-
10 percent. The study also showed
that quality of life rankings do af-
fect the size of the applicant pool, al-
though facets of that topic don’t seem
to affect it either way. For example, a
schools number of applicants prob-
ably wouldn’t be any different if it was
ranked a party school versus if it was
ranked as a sobercampus.
According to The Princeton Review,
Seattle U makes it into the list of the
top 378 colleges, is noted as one of the
“Best Western Colleges,” and is ranked
#19 on The Princeton Review’s “This
is a Library?” list.
U.S. News & World Report ranks





- U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT
Seattle U as number six on the list of
Regional University West Rankings, a
report including 137 entries.
But when it comes down to it, how
credible are these ratings? The authors
ofthe recent study found thatmany of
these rankings aren’t based on much
other than unscientific survey. And
yet, these published rankings are an
incredibly powerful influence over the
college decision.
The researchers themselves con-
clude in their final paragraph that “it
may be in the public interest for an
independent organization to review
the practices of these guidebooks and
websites to assess the objectivity of
their content.”
Even though the credibility of these
rankings is oftentimes questionable,
the schools and programs that receive
these ratings are desperate for good
ones. Administration at Albers School
of Business and Economics at Seattle
U last week sent out an impassioned
email to students urging them to fill
out a survey for Businessweek to get
Albers included in the 2014 Best Un-
dergraduate Business School rank-
ings.
Assistant Dean Teresa Ling’s email
concluded saying: “We need your par-
ticipation in this student survey. Oth-
erwise we will not be ranked and no-
body will know about the great things
we do.” Ling had originally received
an email from Businessweek them-
selves, saying that Albers might not
make the list.
However, their absence from the
report would be due to lack of survey
response from Seattle U students, not
necessarily poor performance on Al-
bers’ part. The fact that some schools
are excluded because not enough stu-
dents take the survey raises concerns
for some as to how objective and en-
compassing the rankings really are.
Considering whether or not a col-
lege ranking is an accurate representa-
tion of a school’s merits or demerits,
Dr. Ling said “it might not [be],” but
that it still matters “on the other hand,
because the parents and the students
might be looking for that.”
Seattle U sophomores Katie Hogan,
Allison Meyer, and Nickolena Milne-
Cooper all agree that while they knew
Seattle U had rankings, they weren’t
a large part of their decision to go to
school here. They say that they were
influenced by other factors, such as
location and program types.
Sophomore Elizabeth Mather
agrees, but adds that for her the rank-
ings were useful, because she’s from
out of state and hadn’t even heard
about Seattle U until she saw it on a
list.
Freshman Olivia Hiles said that
rankings were “not really” a factor in
her university decision. She said that’s
because a lot ofthe schools on the lists
she saw were larger universities and
she didn’t want one of those.
“Even though other schools might
be higher... it wasn’t for me,” she said.
Regardless of the fact that rankings
may not impact everyone’s choice
and despite any lingering questions
of their credibility, no school wants
to get left behind with bad or absent
ratings—probably due to the room it
leaves for assumptions. If there aren’t
good rankings, or if there’s a lack of
rankings, people might think it’s for
different reasons than it actually is.
“They might assume we are not as
good,” said Ling.
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KING OBAMA: PRESIDENT TALKS BIG TO AMERICA
Dallas Goschie
News Editor
Tuesday night, President Obama de-
livered his State of the Union address.
The Presidents annual address to
Congress (and the country) has been
an on-and-off fixture in American
politics since the country was found-
ed. The speech acted as a roadmap for
the winding down of Obamas time in
office—which sounds as though it will
be anything but a winding down.
Early in this nations history Presi-
dent Thomas Jefferson refused to
present his State of the Union address
verbally, fearing that it was too remi-
niscent of the traditional annual ad-
dress delivered by the British monarch
to his or her government. Since then,
however, most presidents have made a
habit of delivering the address to the
legislature. President Obama was no
exception, and to the casual observer
his speech offered an enormous de-
parture from Jefferson’s attitude: the
United States is still an empire and
President Obama is its leader.
Indeed, the President, while cer-
tainly not invoking the fiery tone he
does when campaigning, did manage
to make several bold and significant
statements. Perhaps the most impor-
tant among these? An endorsement of
his own executive power and an ex-
pression of his willingness to use it to
the full extent of his ability in hopes of
accomplishing his goals over the next
two years should compromise prove
impossible.
“...America does not stand still—
and neither will I. So wherever and
whenever I can take steps without
legislation to expand opportunity for
more American families, that’s what
I’m going to do.”
Perhaps the most significant for
readers of this paper is the President’s
discussion of continued reforms to
education. Specifically, he lamented
on the disproportionately growing
expense of a college education and
the inability of many American high
schools to compete with other high
school students around the globe.
To remedy rapidly growing college
costs, after noting that “taxpayers can-
not continue to subsidize” these costs,
the President noted that he would ask
Congress to rewrite the Higher Educa-
tion Act to include “affordability and
value” as additional qualifying char-
acteristics for colleges seeking federal
funding. He also noted that his office
would release on Wednesday morn-
ing an updated version of its “college
report card”, a system designed to
evaluate American universities with
particular attention paid to the ‘bang-
for-their-buck’ students receive at
these schools.
As far as K-12 education, the Presi-
dent referenced the success German
public schools have found with their
unique apprenticeship system and laid
out a plan that would incentivize high
schools to partner with local colleges
and businesses to, in particularly, bol-
ster their students learning in technol-
ogy, the sciences, and mathematics.
The focus of the evening was, as ex-
pected, on the continuing recovery of
the American economy. The President
celebrated the continued expansion of
U.S. manufacturing and the continued
decline of certain imports—particu-
larly foreign oil—while reminding the
gathered legislators that much work
still needs to be done to get the fiscal
house of the country in orderand res-
cue an -economy that is still, in many
ways, struggling. He particularly made
note of still-too-high unemployment
numbers and the growing disparity
between record corporate profits and
ever-shrinking wages.
The President also made particular
note of continued measures to lower
the national deficit, debate over which
managed to shut down the govern-
ment for some time late last year. He
congratulated his Administration on
the work it has done thus far in slash-
ing about $2 trillion of the $4 tril-
lion in deficit reduction many have
deemed necessary for the sustainabil-
ity of the economy but made note of
the urgency with which the govern-
ment must sort out how to accomplish
remaining reduction.
If deficit reduction measures are not
agreed upon by the legislature by the
AP PHOTO . LARRY DOWNING
President Barack Obama delivers the State of Union address before a joint session
of Congress in the House chamber Tuesday, Jan. 28, 2014, in Washington, as Vice
President Joe Biden, and House Speaker JohnBoehner ofOhio, applaud.
March 1 deadline, a $1 trillion collec-
tion of cuts (affectionately known as
“the sequester”).
The President in particular high-
lighted two broad policy efforts by
which he believes the deficit is best
reduced:
1. “Modest reforms” to the over-
burdened Medicare system. The re-
forms he seemed to suggest here were
very much in line with many of the
policies created under the Affordable
Care Act, like trying to revamp medi-
cal billing for seniors to focus more
on quality of care and less on quan-
tity thereof. Even House Speaker John
Boehner seemed to find these ideas
appealing.
2. Reductions in tax policies
to limit the breaks for the nation’s
wealthiest and close existing tax loop-
holes in hopes of reducing the rapidly
growing divide between the nation’s
wealthiest and the nation’s poorest
while simultaneously ensuring a mas-
sive new revenue stream to fund on-
going operations. The Speaker’s body
language (or more appropriately, lack
thereof) seemed to indicate lesser sup-
port for this particular policy.
Perhaps some of the President’s
most powerful language came when
January 29.2014
addressing the strength of the Ameri-
can economy relative to other econo-
mies around the world, particularly
China - this on the heels of recent re-
ports that growth is slowing in China
and that economic crisis could be on
the horizon for that country as funds
prepare to leave that country (pend-
ing the Federal Reserve’s expected in-
crease of the interest rate).
In his 12 page speech, the President
covered a wide variety of topics and
reintroduced several policy points
that he had mentioned several times
in the recent past. In a White House
as notoriously media-conscious as
President Obama’s, each word of the
State of the Union address was likely
carefully scrutinized and vettedbefore
leaving his lips Tuesday night. As the
President and Congress continue to
battle extremely low polling numbers
after a particularly contentious 2013
perhaps the most important takeaway
of the speech was the reminder deliv-
eredby the president toward the top of
his remarks:
“The state ofthe Union is strong.”
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SCORPIO AQUARIUS X TAURUS Q LEO
Ml 10/23-11/21 1/21-2/19 (J 4/21-5/21 & 7/23-8/22
Eat as many hot dogs as you possibly The Puppy Bowl will end in death Don’t bet on the Broncos. Because Three points is still better than zero,
can on Sunday. and destruction. gambling is illegal.
*3 SAGITTARIUS U PISCES Yf GEfflNI to VIRGO
11/22-12/21 2/20-3/20 JU4 5/22-6/21 hM 8/23-9/22
Do some squats so you can have a
The Kitten Bowl will also end in An overturnedHerbal Essences truck Don’t be afraid to shoot the outside J...




10 THINGS THAT SHOULD
BE CUT INSTEAD OF
METRO
The lines in C-Street
0
0 TheNSA






0 All the man-buns
o The cake
The first layer of your
HP Chapstick before you
let someone else use it
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SUPER BOWL XLVII
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO GET READY FOR THE
SHOWDOWN BETWEEN THE SEAHAWKS AND BRONCOS
FEATURES 11
THE SPECTATOR’S GUIDE TO THE SUPER BOWL
Will McQuilkin
StaffWriter
WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL
So, the Super Bowl is this Sunday and Seattle is going pretty nuts because the
Seahawks beat the Forty-Niners last week to win their ticket into the game. To
those readers who have been living deep beneath a rock for the last 48 years,
the Super Bowl is a pretty big deal for Americans—you to watch the game (or
just the commercials) on Sunday, eat too much food and maybe even get so
drunk by halftime its hard to remember the last part of the game. This game
in particular is looking to be something special. The Denver Broncos have the
number one ranked offense in the NFL and the Seahawks have the number one
ranked defense. With the smartest quarterback in the game going up against the
smartest secondary in the game, some crazy stuff is bound to happen.
The Denver Broncos are a team built around one man, Peyton Manning. Man-
ning is arguablythe best quarterback of his generation—though these are strong
words, given that Tom Brady exists—and is no doubt able to take over a game.
He runs the offense, is famous for his ability to read defenses, and re-organizes
his offense according to those holes. He also set a record this season for touch-
down passes in a regular season (55), passing first downs (293), passing yards
(5,477), most 400-yard passing games (4) and most four-thrown-touchdown
games (9). According to NFL.com, Manning is also the only player on either
team to have won a Super Bowl. Mannings offense is being called “the best
passing-offense in history,” and rightly so. With Manning moving Demary-
ius Thomas, Eric Decker, Wes Welker, Julius Thomas and Knowshon Moreno
around to exploit holes in the defense, they seem impossible to stop.
Now, you may be a bit confused by this next bit, but this years game is being
called the Stoner Bowl and Smoke-a-Bowl for a reason. This will be the first Su-
per Bowl ever played between teams from cities that have both legalized weed.
Cool, man. While its unlikely that any of the players will admit to it, someone
on the field has probably puffed the herb at least once in this season. It’s one
reason to watch the game, if only to appreciate the historic moment this game
will represent for the stoner community. Maybe it will encouragemore states to
follow suit in the legalization of the sticky-icky. Who knows, maybe it’s part of




While the game is full of big name players in Manning, Wilson, Welker, Lynch,
Sherman, etc., there is still a handful of lesser known fellas who could wind up
having an impact on the game. To begin, there’s Doug Baldwin of the Seahawks.
Baldwin, a receiver, normally plays second fiddle to Percy Harvin, a more es-
tablished player. However, because Harvin has been roughed up of late—having
suffered a concussion in a game against the Saints—Baldwin is looking to have
a bigger role in the Super Bowl game next week. For Denver there’s defensive
lineman Terrence Knighton who played a key role in stopping the Patriots last
weekend. Keep an eye out for this understated underdogs.
The Hawks also have something ofan obsession with candy. According to Rich-
ard Sherman, Gushers are his pregame snack, postgame snack, and would be
his in game snack if they would let him. The man even has a special jersey in
his house made entirely of Gushers sent to him by the company! Then there’s
the Skittles. They are most associated with Lynch, and it’s not uncommon to
see people throwing bags of them into the end-zone after a Marshawn touch-
down. The reason is pretty unclear, all we know is that, in order to “FEED THE
BEAST,” you have to give the man his Skittles... despite its’ quirkiness, it is the
perfect excuse to go out and buy copious amounts of fruity candy to treat your
guests to on Sunday.
This year, the Super Bowl is going to be played in New York. In the winter. Dur-
ing one of the coldest winters on record. Tlius, the weather is an issue, and it
has been since that cold snap the country experienced in November. Therewere
even silly rumors that the game might occur on Saturday. However according
to Weather.com, “Just in time, it appears the frigid cold from earlier in the week
will relent and retreat. Instead ofdaily highs in the teens and 20s, it appears 30s
and perhaps low 40s will be in play for the big weekend, closer to average for
early February.” This is good news, however ifyou’re planning on attending the
festivities, I would recommend layers.
SKITTLES, GUSHERS.
ETC.
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THE WEATHER
THE DARK SIDE OF THE SUPER BOWL
Sheldon Costa
Staff Writer
Despite the ability to get caught lip in the SuperBowl madness— especially when our home team
IS COMPETING, THERE ARE A NUMBER OF THINGS OFTEN
FORGOTTEN WHEN THE EXCITEMENT BEGINS-NAMELY THE
FINANCIAL AND ETHICAL CONCERNS THAT THE NATIONAL
FOOTBALL LEAGUE (NFL] AS A WHOLE HAS GRAPPLED WITH
FOR MOST OF ITS HISTORY.
wsbm ccnr
nrcniTr /TTTiN (though this couldUL or t (fHt bemisleading-the
nriKIO A ( A YEAR J- iCOMMISSIONER OF
jTHE NFL. RICHARD G0QDELL|
O
TROUGH HIS INCOME IS
TAXED-IT STILL MEANS MOST
OF THE MASSIVE STADIUMS
CONSTRUCTED ARE FINANCED
BY GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIES.
WHAT TO EAT ON GAME DAY
These salmon burgers are inspired bythe classic Seattle street meat pairing
of cream cheese and caramelized onions.
You can certainly make your own salmon
burgers or sliders ifyou want, but Trader
Joe’s carries a great frozen version.
Heat 1 tbl olive oil in a large skillet
over medium-low heat. Cut onion
into thin slices. Once oil is warm, place
the onions in the skillet. Sprinkle with salt
and brown sugar, and stir to- coat. Cook
over medium-low heat, stirring occasion-
ally, for 10-15 minutes. Place onions in
a bowl and set aside. Cook burgers ac-
cording to package directions, brushing
with barbecue sauce after flipping. Toast
ciabatta rolls and spread cream cheese on
each roll. Once burgers are done, top with
sauteed onions and place inside buns.
9BQ Salmon Seattle
Burgers
4 oz cream cheese
1 TGL OLIVE OIL
1 RED ONION
1 TSP KOSHER SALT
1 TSP BROUN SUGAR
4 SALMON BURGER PATTIES
2 CUP BARBECUE SAUCE
4 CIABATTA OR BRIOCHE ROLLS, SPLIT
THERE IS ALSO THE FACT THAT
THE NFL HAS AN UGLY HISTORY
OF IGNORING * . !
BRAIN DAMAGE fflxm
THAT PAST AND PRESENT Hggz ’
PLAYERS HAVE SUFFERED.
ADDITIONALLY. WOMEN'S SHELTERS AND SOCIAL AGENCIES
HAVE ALSO REPORTED THAT THE SUPER BOWL IS





PEOPLE TUNED IN FOR LAST YEARS
_
1 GAME MAKING IT THE MOST HATCHED
; |Jhf|P EVENT IN HISTORY
Football is a beautiful and graceful game in its own way.
BUT WE SHOULD 8E CONSCIOUS OF THE FACT THAT WE ARE OFTEN
ADVOCATING AND ACTIVELY SPONSORING A SPORT THAT MAY BE
IN CONFLICT WITH OUR MORAL PRINCIPLES.




1 CUP [8 OZ) BUTTERMILK
1/2 CUP PANKO BREADCRUMBS
1/4 CUP FINELY GRATED PARMESAN CHEESE
1/2 TSP BLACK PEPPER
1 TSP KOSHER SALT
FOR SPICY AIOLI
1/2 CUP GREEK YOGURT
1 TBL FRESHLY SQUEEZED LEMON JUICE
2 CLOVES GARLIC, FINELY MINCED
1/2 TSP BLACK PEPPER
1/2 TSP KOSHER SALT
1/4 TSP SRIRACHA, OR MORE TO TASTE
January 29. 2014
Want a healthy alternative to typicalSuper Bowl grub? These zucchini
fries are coated in buttermilk and panko,
then baked. Greek yogurt aioli is tangier-
and more flavorful than mayonnaise-
based aioli, and is loaded with protein.
Preheat oven to 425 degrees. Lightly.
grease a cookie sheet with olive oil.
Slice zucchini into thin spears. Place in a
mixing bowl, then pour buttermilk over
spears and toss to coat. Pour remaining
ingredients into a large Ziploc bag. Seal
bag and shake to coat. Grab a handful of
zucchini spears from bowl, lightly shake
off excess buttermilk, and place in bag
with coating ingredients. Shake to coat,
then remove spears and place on the pre-
pared cookie sheet. Repeat process until
all spears have been coated. Bake for 15
minutes, or until fries have browned.
To make aioli, simply whisk aioli ingredi-
ents together in a bowl.
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SU LITERARY SOCIETY READS THE FINE PRINT
Grace Stetson
A&E Editor
The term “reading for pleasure”
is not commonly associated with
college-age students.
After various exams, absurd
amounts of homework, numerous
jobs or internships, and maintaining
a social life, this once-common form
of rest and relaxation is sometimes
treated more as an afterthought than
an actual possibility.
Senior creative writing major Katie
Gilbert realized this unfortunate
fact last winter quarter. Gilbert, who
was taking her first English course
at Seattle University at the time, was
just getting back into books when a
friendly conversation with a classmate
regarding Vladimir Nabokov’s “Lolita”
gave her an idea.
“I felt after that conversation that I
needed more of [these experiences]
and I felt that there wasn’t a spot
on campus outside of my English
class where I could talk about books
with enthusiasm and have this
good connection with someone,”
said Gilbert.
A week later, Gilbert posted a status
on Facebook asking if anyone would
be interested in joining a book club.
“I got 10 likes within halfan hour and
got really excited,” she said. “I then
got people interested in being leaders
and [Literary Society] sort of went
from there.”
The initial book club, now referred
to as SU Literary Society or Lit Society,
formed shortly after thatmeeting with
the initial group—current juniors
Annie Gala, Annabelle Axness and
Sarah Woodard, along with current
senior Lauren Henderson—meeting
in study rooms in Lemieux Library to
see what people wanted from the club.
“A lot of people said they would like
both a place to read and a place to talk
about their writing,” Gilbert said.
Since these initial group meetings,
Lit Society has hosted bimonthly
meetings for their members with
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the book club and free writes, along
with Lit and Film nights that happen
about twice per quarter. The group’s
Facebook page currently has 104 likes
since it was introduced in March, and
the page also has a WordPress site
featuring its members’ writing.
The clubhas also gained two advisers
since its formation, with help from Dr.
Robert Aguirre and from Dr. Bryn
Gribben. Gribben first chose to get
involved with the Lit Society because
of Baz Luhrmann’s adaptation of “The
Great Gatsby,” which was released in
May of 2013. Gala and Gilbert later
asked Gribben to continue on with
Lit Society as a co-faculty sponsor
for the film component. Gribben
accepted and noted her appreciation
for the club’s sense of building
a “casual community.”
“Lit Society is really trying to revive
the idea for members of something
that’s about balance in your life,
rather than being homework, having
something that makes you happy,”
Gribben said. “I think we shy away
from taking on more workload, but
there’s such a cliche of, you know, it’s
so important to balance your workand
AMY TRUONG· THE SPECTATOR
Lit Society’s leading ladies—from left, Katie Gilbert, Devon Simpson, Anina Walas, and Sarah Woodard
your life, and [Lit Society] addresses
that in a positive way.”
Aguirre agreed and expressed
appreciation for what Gilbert has
accomplishedthus far with the club.
“Katie and the other leaders are very
open to having the group become
what the members want it to be,”
Aguirre said. “It’s okay to just have
[the Lit Society] be fun.”
While these notions are
overwhelmingly welcomed by many
.members of Seattle U, the club has
still had trouble growing since its
commencement.
“We started with about 15 people
coming to meetings, but now there’s
a real struggle to getting members,
with maybe seven people showing up,”
Gilbert said.
Both Aguirre and Gribben noticed
this trend as well, but Lit Society is
not willing to give up or bertd under
pressure and are hoping that the club
can branch out to include not only
English or creative writing majors, but
students fromevery field.
“We need to make sure that we’re
recruiting outside of humanities,
because I knowwehave lots ofstudents
who are in engineering and sciences,
and they just never get to exercise this
part ofthemselves,” Aguirre said. “I bet
a lot of them would be really stoked to
read a graphic novel or watch a horror
movie or talk about psychopaths; it’s
just getting the word out, we need to
have a better plan for that.”
However, even though numbers
maynot be as high as someof the other
organizations on campus, attendance
is not the main priority of the club.
“I wasn’t writing at all for years, but
now, with Lit Society, I’m trying to
write every day, or at the very least,
every other week, and it’s great,”
Gilbert said.
“Any success rate would have to do
with people continuing to want to
read for pleasure,” Gribben said.
The group, which hosted an
information night on Tuesday,
will host their next meeting on
Feb. 5 at 7 p.m. in Pigott 200.
All are welcome.
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE U DANCES ITS WAY TO JUSTICE
Evan Britton
Volunteer Writer
Seattle University is known for its
fervent involvement in social justice,
along with its goal for each student to
work to be more socially justice. As a
way to bring social justice to the fore-
front, the Center for the Study of Jus-
tice in Society has collaborated with
Seattle-based Splinter Dance Com-
pany to arrange a dance performance
on Seattle U's campus titled "An Art of
Justice Performance."
As a justice dance company, Splin-
ter Dance Company choreographs
dance routines to express different
social justice issues, such as racism,
sexism and misogyny. The upcoming
performance is a fundraiser for both
the company and the center and will
incorporate justice issues through an
art/dance medium.
The project was inspired by a num-
ber of Splinter's previous perfor-
mances, such as "Splinter Effect: A
Diversity Dance Throwback" from last
fall. Producer Robin Campbell shared
thg company's goal for the commu-
nity in terms of their previous perfor-
mances as well as their plans for their
future performances.
"Some of Splinter's repertoire dates
back to 1992 when its predecessor,
Diversity Dance Workshop, began
and started melding the dynamics
of dance and drama with the energy
and enthusiasm of youth, [in order]
to educate communities about the
healing principle of unity in diversity
and to inspire positive social change,"
Campbell said.
The show is also part of a justice
program founded by cellist and jus-
tice artist, Paul Rucker, which is the
same program that housed the An-
gela Davis lecture this past October.
This particular performance is part
of a larger plan that the two organi-
zations put together: the dance com-
pany would arrange two short perfor-
mances for the lectureprogram, then
follow up with a longer performance
later in the year, "The Art of Justice
Performance" performance.
Pamela Taylor, the director and
event coordinator of the project,
hopes that the medium of dance will
engage students in social justice issues
in new ways.
"The Center for the Study of Justice
in Society is intended to engage the
university campus in understanding
justice issues. We do that in a variety
of ways, whether it be through public
lectures, discussion groups, or book
clubs
. . .
those other type of typical
that issues are engaged in," Taylor
said. "For the first time, we started
thinking, 'how do we tap into a dif-
ferent way of engaging and thinking
about it and raising awareness of is-
sues of justice?"'
For Campbell, the hope is that the
performance will inspire students as
well as help students understand the
power of art when it comes to social
change and social justice issues.
"An Art of Justice’ brings to the
forefront the power that art can have
in affecting social change. Our hope is
that the community leaves the perfor-
mance inspired to make changes that
lead to social equity in whatever way
that they are able, in their own circles
of influence," Campbell said.
To engage students even further, the
show will be interactive. "This show
features a post-show Q&A intended
to encourage audience members to
get involved, ask questions, and dis-
cuss how they can become 'part of the
solution,"' said Campbell.
While the performance might gear
more toward those interested in fine
arts and social justice, Taylor believes
the show is applicable to all students.
"I don't think we have an exclusive
targeted audience," she said. "I think
people who attended the [Angela Da-
vis] lecture program will be moved by
the performance."
For Campbell, one of the most piv-
otal pieces in the show is one that
shows society's role in response to
the social justice issues. "Whether the
violent outcome is caused by mental
instability, social ostracism, or is re-
actionary in nature, human response
to those with an apparent ‘lack’ can be
transforming,” she said.
The performance also hits home for
TREVOR UMBINETTI-THE SPECTATOR
A collaborationbetween the Splinter Dance Company and the Centerfor the Study
ofJustice, the upcoming “An Art of Justice”performance will demonstrate social
issues such as racism and misogyny through an art/dance medium.
Campbell as she has experienced some
of the issues discussed in the show.
"Each piece speaks to me in a differ-
ent way. As a female, I have dealt per-
sonally with various forms of violence
towards women," Campbell said. "Tve
also experienced being refused a job
because I'm female."
Despite this, her activism has given
her hope and happiness. "I'm much
more fulfilled as a human striving to
be ‘part of the solution rather than
JANUARY 29. 2014
just another statistic. Dancing these
issues and sharing these ideals has
empowered me beyond anything else I
could be doing with my life," she said.
"An Art ofJustice Performance" will
show on January 30 in Pigott Audito-
rium at 7 p.m.
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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‘RICHARD II' SHOWCASES SU FACULTY, STUDENTS
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
Even though not everyone will be able
to see one of Shakespeare’s astonish-
ing .works at The Globe in London,
finding a well-done play of the Bard is
not too difficult to find, and Seattle is
no exception.
The Seattle Shakespeare Company’s
(SSC) current production of “Richard
II” proves this fact, with a focus not
only on the poetry of the playwright’s
plays, but with a ton of help from the
surrounding community.
The SSC production of “Richard II”
has a heavy concentration of members
from the Seattle University commu-
nity. Theater professor Rosa foshi was
offered the job of director, who then
brought in professor Carol Clay and
professor Dominic CodyKramers for
set design and sound. Professor Kate
Wisniewski and alum Robert Keene
both have supporting roles in the cast;
alum Antoinette Bianco is assistant
director and current student Michael
Notestine helped with costumes.
Joshi has directed a number of
Shakespearean plays previously
based on her love of the bard and
she traces that love to Shakespeare’s
artistry with words.
“The vision in his plays is really ex-
pansive, and he can encompass the
whole range of human emotions in
his plays. And it goes to the highest
of highs and the lowest of lows,” Joshi
said. “I love that the characters are ex-
pressed through language; I love that
the action of the play is so- deeply en-
trenched in language and that it can
be incredibly poetic and naturalistic.”
Clayalso said that Shakespeare’s dic-
tion influenced her decision on a de-
sign for the set. Due to the complexity
and poetry of Shakespeare’s language,
Claywanted tochannel a kind of“sim-
plicity, clarity and power” through her
design. Figuring out how to negotiate
the space was like “playing [her] own
little game,” Clay said.
The floor of the SSC set is a large,
golden, geometric shape; golden
trusses hang from the ceiling, and a
moveable throne is the only set piece
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that is always on stage, even though it
is constantly being moved and turned
in different ways, in conjunction with
the ebbs and tides of the play. The flex-
ibility of the set is paralleled by “the-
matic melody” and sound effects, de-
signed by CodyKramers, who echoes
this union by saying that he and Joshi
have a good “common aesthetic.”
The play begins with King Richard
II at the prime ofhis reign—“the high-
est of the highs." By result of a tragic
string of events, the story concludes
with Richard being murdered in a jail
cell
—
“the lowest of the lows.”
While not without its comedic
parts, “Richard II” is clearly a tragedy.
More than that, it has what Joshi calls
an “existentialist” element.
“The story’s about the downfall
The Shakespearean classic “Richard II”follows the king during the rise and fall ofhis reign, from “the highest ofhighs” to “the
lowest of lows.”
of the king, but it’s also the story of
what happens to a person who loses
everything that defines who he is in
the world,” Joshi said. “When you take
away everything that defines who you
are, what are you left with? What is
your purpose? Is there a purpose?”
Joshi said that this existential el-
ement is why she wanted to be in-
volved, and also why this play is so
relatable to a contemporary audience.
It’s easy to sit in the crowd at a Shake-
speare play and feel as though you
have nothing in common with what’s
happening onstage, but everyone can
look at Richard’s identity crisis and
see the humanity in it—it’s something
timeless that anyone can relate to.
Going to see the show with that in
mind, it’s a moving experience. With-
out this prerequisite knowledge, it
could be easy to put a lot of unnec-
essary distance between yourself and
the story. It’s one of those plot lines
in which you have to actively invest
yourself ifyou want to keep up. Ifyou
allow it to be applicable to your own
life, the words come alive and the de-
sign backs them up, illustrating a trag-
ic commentary on identity.
“Richard II” is playing at SSC
until Feb. 2; tickets range from
,$30 to $39.
Lena may be reached at
lbeck@5u-spectat0r.com
THE NORMAL HEART’ FINDS ART IN TRAGEDY
Darlene Graham
Staff Writer
A raw and authentic revival, “The
Normal Heart” reignites the fire that
once burned in HIV/AIDS activism,
educationand awareness.
Set from 1981 to 1984, the play fol-
lows impassioned activist Ned Weeks
(Greg Lyle-Newton), a news writer
who seeks to expose the deliberate
stagnancy of the media and govern-
ment, as well as the complacency of
the gay community. The city’s true
plague, Weeks finds, is denial.
Basfed on playwright Larry Kram-
er's own life, Weeks fights tyran-
ny by acting as a catalyst for the
founding of the AIDS Collation to
Unleash Power (ACT UP).
Whether Weeks is facing “bachelor”
mayor Ed Koch’s meager government
aid or battling his wealthyolder broth-
er’s homophobic attitudes, Lyle-New-
ton’s greatest strength is portraying his
character’s angst.
But, that’s not to say that his depic-
tion of more tender emotions isn’t
heartfelt or convincing. One of the
final scenes features Weeks and his
partner Felix (Andrew Russell) dis-
traught after Felix’s diagnosis with
the then-unknown virus. Scared by
and frustrated with the reality of Fe-
lix's impending death, the couple col-
lapse onto the kitchen floor, covered
in the contents of a grocery bag and
the medical literature outlining the
virus’s violent consumption of Felix’s
While there may not be a live band performing in KSUB’s studio this Friday, there is still a plethora
of DJs who are weekly bringing down the house.
Beginning his KSUB career in fall quarter of2012, UniversityLibrarian JohnPopko has been jam-
ming out in-studio and on-air as his on-show persona “Nigel, Your Favorite Child of the Sixties,”
with his show “TheFinn Hill Sessions.”
“I don’t just concentrate on music from the 1960s; I like to think I offer all kinds of musicspanning
as much as 50 to 60 years,” Popko said via email. “[During my shows,] I pretend I’m merely playing
tracks from a recording studio located on the Hill. It’s a fun little conceit.”
Popko said that he has a handful of about six regular listeners—-“friends, relatives, co-workers”—
ranging from Jacksonville, Florida all the way to Los Angeles.
So, ifyou’re interestedin joining Nigel for some fantastic grooves for his fourth quarter at KSUB,
tune in on Thursdays from 7 to 8 p.m. on ksubseattle.org!
KSUB PRESENTS: DJ JOHN POPKO
decayingbody.
Raw and beautiful, both actors soar
in their portrayal of their character’s
humanity during tortured circum-
stances. Beyond these two central
characters is the noteworthy perfor-
mance by Amy Thone as Dr. Emma.
Commonly known as “Dr. Death” for
the number of patients she’s treated
with the deadly virus, Thone succeeds
in balancing her character’s fierce re-
alism as a medical professional and
her empathy as a victim of polio.
Thone is a champion in her depic-
tion of her character’s ferocity, as
she demands research funding from
the government-funded medical
board. Her striking sternness also
serves to foil the more emotion-
ally charged performances of her
male counterparts.
These more dramatic scenes serve
as a realistic portrayal of the epidem-
ic, according to artistic director Greg
Carter. He describes elements of the
script as equal to those found in the
“horror” genre.
The worthiness of this comparison
can also be seen in the aesthetic choice
to punctuate scene changes with cast
members reading off lists of the virus’s
victims. Hearing the countless names,
from every gender, ethnic origin and
formal title, helps to set the morbid
and sobering tone.
Set design is minimal and the cos-
tuming is appropriate yet not over-
done, keeping the emphasis of the
show on the script. The arrangement
of the audience also helps to show-
case the reactions of each viewer in
dim lighting, with the two sections
facing one another with the stage in
the center.
These reactions are critical to Cart-
er’s vision for the show. As his favorite
play in college, Carter says “The Nor-
mal Heart” debuted to a very different
audience in 1985; its original audience
knew the brutal effects ofthe AIDS vi-
rus firsthand and they understood its
growing death toll all too well.
Today, the show meets a divided
audience. Because of this, Carter
sees this production not only a cre-
ative endeavor but also a tool with
which to educate younger generations
who do not have personal memo-
ries attached to this grim period in
America’s history.
This education is supported by the
sponsorship from Lifelong Aids Alli-
ance whose mission is “to empower
people living with or at risk of HIV/
AIDS.” Board of Directors member
Stephen Black, who plays Mickey in
the show, concluded the production
with an announcement advertising
Lifelong’s commitment to awareness
and prevention. He and Carter agree
that “people 15 to 20 years younger
than we are, who didn’t live through
the epidemic, don’t take it as [serious-
ly] as we do. The virus can get out of
control again; they (the current gen-
eration) grew up with HIV awareness
and prevention, but I don’t think they
ever understood how many people
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PLAYING: THURSDAYS FROM 7 TO 8 PM
died and how quickly they died.”
In an attempt to “inspire," as Carter
puts it, “The Normal Heart” honors
the efforts of past activists and makes
fresh the conversation currently sur-
rounding HIV/AIDS.
"The Normal Heart" shows at Erick-
son Theatre Off Broadway and is pro-
duced by Strawberry Theatre Work-
shop until February 15; tickets range
from $18 to $36.
Darlene may be reached at
dgraham@su-spectator.com
COURTESY OF STRAWBERRY THEATRE
WORKSHOP




If you want to get a feeling for what
kind of a movie "Gimme Shelter" is,
go watch the trailer. In those two and
a half minutes, you’ll learn just about
everything you need to know.
Despite being based on an uplifting
true story, "Gimme Shelter" ultimately
never becomes much more than a for-
mulaic feel-good story about a girl’s
journey from poverty to motherhood,
with some heavy-handed moralizing
thrown in for good measure.
The film focuses on Agnes “Apple”
Bailey (Vanessa Hudgens), a pregnant
CRITIC'S CORNER: ‘GIMME SHELTER’
PHOTO COURTESY OF ROADSIDE ATTRACTIONS
Vanessa Hudgens in “Gimme Shelter” portrays Agnes, a pregnant and homeless
teenager, afar cryfrom the actress’s normal family-friendly roles.
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and world-weary teenager forced onto
the streets in order to flee the abuse of
her drug-addicted mother June (Ro-
sario Dawson). After attempting to re-
connect with her lost father, rich Wall
Street banker Tom Fitzpatrick (Bren-
dan Fraser), Apple eventually find her
way to a woman’s shelter where, af-
ter a bit of tough love, she turns her
life around.
If the story sounds conventional or
straightforward, that’s because it is.
Though it’s based on a true story, di-
rector Ron Krauss’s film never strays
from its path toward Apple’s eventual
“salvation," leaving the viewer with
little to interest them in the mean-
time. The few moments of genuine
tension and conflict—Apple’s time
on the streets, for example, or her ef-
forts to elude her increasingly danger-
ous mother—are rushed through, as
if Krauss was worried that his audi-
ence might not be able to stomach the
harsh reality of teen homelessness.
Hudgens’s treatment of her charac-
ter is sure to win her some accolades
and undoubtedly marks a turning
point—if last year’s "Spring Breakers"
wasn’t enough of one—for her career.
With her eyes constantly red-rimmed
and her face grimy and smudged, the
young actress looks nothing like her
standard, family-friendly self; she
slouches through dark urban streets
looking half-horrified and furious,
and never allows thecharacter’s gritty
exterior to fully obscure the fright-
ened teenager underneath.
Unfortunately, Apple constantly
spouts monologues that feel overdra-
matic and canned. Very rarely does
Apple’s character feel any different
than the angry and confused foster
girl trope we’ve come to expect. That
being said, there are a few scenes that
shrugged off the film’s safety net and
actually achieved genuine human
emotion without becoming eye-roll-
ingly sentimental.
Apple’s conversation with her moth-
er in the hospital, for example—after,
perhaps disingenuously, painting Ap-
ple’s mother as a welfare-dependent
deviant—is difficult to watch and re-
spectfully conscious of both charac-
ters’ humanity. Unfortunately, Krauss
immediately steers us back from these
moments towards safer waters, and
Apple’s safety from there on out is
pretty much assured.
"Gimme Shelter" is catered to a very
specific audience, and it will no doubt
be a success for those who agree with
its values. It is, first and foremost, a
very conservative film about the re-
sponsibilities that come with moth-
erhood and the importance of com-
munity and religion in helping people
take control of their lives. In a time
when Congress is cutting unemploy-
ment benefits and we continue to
blame the poor for their own poverty,
audiences have been delivered yet an-
other film that—albeit subtly—pres-
ents the issues of drug abuse and life
on the streets as a product of distance
from faith and family.
If this kind of message appeals
to you, or if you are simply a sucker
for safe films with happy endings,
"Gimme Shelter" is worth your cash.































Lemolo and Pollens @
Showbox at the Market,
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PETE CARROL GIVES THE GO ON THE GREEN
WillMcQuilkin
StaffWriter
This weekend, the Super Bowl —which
happens to be between the two states
that have legalized marijuana—has shed
new light on the use of the drug in the
NationalFootball League (NFL).
Pete Carrol, coach of the Super Bowl
bound Seattle Seahawks, said in an in-
terview that the NFL should be open to
the idea of players using marijuana to
manage pain, ifthe medical community
comes around to support the idea.
According to an interview available
on YahooNews.com, Carrol said, “We
have to explore and find ways to make
our game a better game and take care
ofour players in whateverway possible.
Regardless of what other stigmas might
be involved, we have to do this because
the world of medicine is doing this.”
Carrol’s sentiment followed com-
ments last week by NFL commissioner
Roger Goodell. Goodell stated that the
league would follow the lead of doctors
in determining whether to drop its op-
position to players’ use ofthe drug. In an
interview with USA Today, Goodell said
“We will follow medicine and if they
determine this could be a proper usage
in any context, we will consider that.”
The discussion has trickled down to
the collegiate level, only to elicit a differ-
ent response. Mark Emmert, the presi-
dent of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA), said in an inter-
view that the NCAA hasn’t considered
relaxing its rules listing marijuana as a
prohibited substance.
“There hasn’t been any discussion to
that effect, and I would be surprised if
there is an interest in doing that,” said
Emmert. “Our policies are our poli-
cies now, and I would be surprised if
they change.”
The Seattle University Athletic De-
partment declined to comment on the
issue.
There has been conversation in the
NFL about marijuana usage for some
SPORTS
time. According to NBC Sports, former
Broncos tight end Nate Jackson—who
smoked marijuana while playing for
pain-management purposes—estimates
that “maybe half” of the league’s play-
ers use marijuana. Additionally, former
NFL tackle Lomas Brown speculated
that about 50 percent of the league’s
players abuse the substance.
In their defense, the healing qualities
of marijuana may be more useful for
football players than ever before. Re-
search conducted by Dr. Raphael Ma-
choulam, thought to be the world’s lead-
ing expert on marijuana, discovered the
healing of brain tissue in mice given a
marijuana compound. Dr. Machoulam
believes thosebenefits could translate to
humans, too.
In an in-depth look at marijuana use
in the NFL, Andrea Kremer of “Real
Sports with Bryant Gumbel” talk to
senior vice president of labor law and
policy Adolpho Birch about the medical
uses of the substance.
“I thinkwe can engage in a lot ofwhat
ifs” said Birch. “That certainly is an in-
triguing one to hear. Clearly, there is
not something that is able to be put be-
fore us today to make it a decision that
needs to be reviewed today... We’ll look
at anything that we think is helpful to
players, consistent with our values, and
able to be worked on within the context
of our policy, certainly”
Even though the league didn’t change
its policy when marijuana became le-
galized in Washington and Colorado, if
more states loosen their laws the NFLs
policy could begin to look outdated.
It remains plausible that players from
Washington or Colorado could protest
the ban given that it is legal within their
home states. Indeed, Pete Carrol maybe
leading the charge.
The drug is even being discussed on
the national stage. In an interview with
the New Yorker, President Obama con-
ceded that he doesn’t think that poorly
of smoking pot. “As has been well doc-
umented, I smoked pot as a kid, and
I view it as a bad habit and a vice, not
very different from the cigarettes that I
smoked as a young person up through
a big chunk of my adult life,” the presi-
dent told the New Yorker’s David Rem-
nick. “I don’t think it is more dangerous
than alcohol.”
Although there has been a seemingly
liberal shift in the school of thought re-
garding weed among the states, there is
no guarantee it will transcend into other
disciplines. Until it does, Advil will have
to suffice.
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SENIOR SWIMMERS SHINE VS. SIMON FRASER
Maggie Molloy
Staff Writer
The Seattle University swim team
honored each of their senior swim-
mers with a bouquet of red roses at
their meet against Simon Fraser Uni-
versity on Jan. 25.
“It’s been an amazing past four
years with the team,” said Nicole Doi,
one of the eight seniors. “I couldn’t
imagine swimmingwith anyone else.”
The seniors led the men’s team to
a narrow victory over Simon Fraser,
131-125. Tlie women’s team showed
equal passion but came in just behind
Simon Fraser, 141-120.
“It was a great way to send the se-
niors out,” said Seattle U head coach
Craig Nisgor. “The team showed a
tremendous amount of heart.”
Doi won second place in the 100
yard freestyle with a 53.39, a lifetime
personal best. She also led off the 200
yard freestyle relay, which scored sec-
ond with a 1:39.14.
“We showed a lot of depth today,”
Doi said. “Even if we didn’t take first
place necessarily, we took second,
third, fourth.”
Blaise Wittenauer-Lee earned first
in the 100 yard breaststroke with a
1:05.17, the 200 yard breaststroke
with a 2:20.45, and the 200 yard indi-
vidual medley with a 2:07.17.
Tanner Schelling won the 50 yard
freestyle with a lifetime best of 21.03.
Bart Wanot won the 200 yard back-
stroke with a 1:52.10.
Seniors Doug Pizac and Tomas
Mendez-Beck anchored the final
event of the meet: the 200 yard free-
style relay. Together with Wanot and
Schelling, the men swam a 1:24.93,
beating the competition by 0.21 sec-
onds and pushing the men’s team
into victory.
Pizac was not scheduled to swim in
the relay, but after seeing how close
the meet was he asked Nisgor to put
“I wanted to step up,” Pizac said.
“This was my last main swim with
TREVOR UMBINETTI • THE SPECTATOR
Freshman Michael Cox swam an exibition race of the 100 butterfly finishing with a time of 53.1 seconds. The men’s team
defeated Simon Fraser on Saturday, Jan. 25.
everybody at the Connelly Center, so
I wanted to prove myself and go out
swimming really fast.”
Pizac also shined in his individual
events: he won the 200 yard freestyle
with a 1:44.06 and the 500 yard free-
style with a 4:50.05.
“The seniors definitely stepped up
and showed everybody that we’re go-
ing out with a bang,” Pizac said.
“The enthusiasm just kept on
picking up throughout the meet,”
Nisgor said. “They came out with
guns blazing.”
The swimmers showed enthusiasm
and support during every race.
“We were really there for each other
every single event,” Doi said. “There
were always people cheering. The en-
ergy was just amazing.”
Nisgor was pleased with the re-
sults as well as with the swim-
mers’ commitment to supporting
their teammates.
“There are certain times when you
realize you’re really proud of your
team,” Nisgor said. “Today was one of
those days.”
The team is preparing for the West-
ern Athletic Conference Swimming
Championships at the end of Feb-
ruary, where they plan to bring the
same level of energyand team unity.
“It’s been less like a team and more
like a family,” Pizac said. “We’re al-
ways spending time with each other
in and out of the pool. We’re one of
the closest teams on campus.”
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:
ZAC ACHLACHTER | TRACK & FIELD
TAYLOR DE LAVEAGA • THE SPECTATOR
Q* Favoriteplace to eat on cam-
pus?
Al “On campus? The bistro. Well,
no. The Cave 1 guess.”
JANUARY 29. 2014
Maggie may be reached at
mmollQy@su-spectator.com.
Q. What would you typically be
' doing at noon on a Saturday?
Al “Waking up. No, I’m joking.
Playing basketball, or watching
football.”
Q. Whats a weirdfact about
*
you?
A; “Up until 6th grade, I didn’t
play any sports. I was in chess
club... and I rode the unicycle.
Like a tall one.”
Q: Ifyou could go anywhere in
the world, where would you go?
Al “Probably Thailand. It
looked really awesome on ‘The
Bachelor.”’
21
FCC FIGHTS WEB OF LIES
Ifyou care about your Netflix subscription, keep reading.
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is your friend—they are
responsible for protecting your access to the Internet, your online paper research,
your streamed episodes of the Office, your favorite local blog.
Previously, the FCC has ruled to prevent Internet service providers (ISPs) from
limiting and restricting access to online content—these rulings keep information
open and equally accessible.
Recently, however, a federal appeals court has struck down such rules—a
decision that jeopardizes our access to a web ofopen informationwe utilize daily.
That isn’t good.
Without theFCC ruling, known commonly as net neutrality, ISPs like Comcast
can essentially decide to impose tolls on certain popular high-bandwidth sites
such as Netflix, or auction off priority access to the highest bidder. Without net
neutrality, website content can be blocked and censored, small online start-ups
can be left out in the cold, and the entrepreneur can drown in an ocean of big
business competitors as everyone rapidly lunges forward to be the piece ofInternet
that catches the wave.
It won’t matter thathalf ofyour class articles are online, you might still have
to pay for them. It won’t matter that you have a favorite blogger, you might lose
access to their content. It won’t matter that knowledge should be free, because
it won’t be.
Losing net neutralitywill make it more difficult to be educatedand interactive
citizens in a forever globalizing economy, societyand culture. When we lose access
to knowledge via the Internet, we lose the most essential tool of our generation.
We lose what is arguably the most essential tool of the future.
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofKellie Cox, Caroline Ferguson, Dallas Goschie, Colleen Fontana, GraceStetson, Collin Overbay, EmilyHedberg, Kateri Town, AlyssaBrandt, Kelsey Cook and Bianca Sewake. Signedcommen-
taries reflect the opinions ofthe authors and not necessarily those ofThe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
- Colleen Fontana
News Editor
“I don’t think the city’s as dangerous as
people might think it is. I don’t think
SU students necessarily have to de-
fend themselves,I think that everyone
should be more aware and more alert.”
Sarah Tucker, Junior
SHOULD SU STUDENTS KNOW HOW TO DEFEND THEMSELVES?
“Yeah, I think that people should be
aware ofhow tokeep themselves safe...
Don’t be walking around on your phone




It’s still surreal to me that Macklemore has become as famous as he has. The first
time I saw him perform, it was at my high school prom at the Seattle aquarium.
A few years later I attended his secret show at Neumos, right before The Heist
dropped. The album soared to the top of the charts instantly, and Macklemore
seemed to achieve nationwide fameliterally days after he played an intimate show
right here on Capitol Hill (for which I was tenth in line, thank you very much).
Perhaps fame will naturally bring backlash, and I’m almost certainly biased.
But I’ve still been surprised at the ferventhatedom that’s sprung up in the wake of
Macklemore’s rise to stardom. There are more articles slamming Macklemore than
praising him these days, and scores of anti-Macklemore blogs have popped up.
Macklemore occupies tenuous territory as a white hip-hop artist, that’s for
sure. And yes, he benefits from his whiteness, and yes, the song “Same Love” is
a pretty shallow take on LGBTQ issues, and yes, he’s made mistakes, and yes,
Kendrick Lamar should have won that Grammy. I agree.
But condemning Macklemore as the worst thing that’s ever happened to hip
hop really doesn’t help anyone. Painting with suchbroad strokes doesn’t inform
an intelligent conversation on allyship, because frankly, Macklemore has done
a lot ofthings right. He frequently discusses his privilege and critiques his place
in hip-hop. “SameLove” raised money for R-74 and was created in collaboration
with members of the LGBTQ community.
It’s important to critiquepop culture, but it’s also important to acknowledgethe
good. Andwhen we create a dichotomy ofartistswho are doing everything right,
as if they’re flawless bastions of social justice, and artists who are irredeemably
problematic, we lose the ability to engagewith these issues with the nuance they
deserve.
- Caroline Ferguson
Copy Chiefand Managing Editor
“Yes, I basically think it would bea good
idea to provide self-defense classes for
free at the gym included in the five dol-
lar fee, because it gives the people who
want to learn the opportunity to learn.”
Taylor Bergin, Sophomore
“A self-defense class would probably be
pretty helpful...People think that this
area is safe but it’s definitely not,”
*. . . - .
Danielle Pappo, Senior




Emily is not a licensedguidance counselor,
but neither was Ann Landers.
Q* I’m really scared to move on with my• life after college. How can I cope?
A Here’s a secret: besides maybe some nursing majors, ba-* sically everybody is unsure about where they’ll take their
degree. You’re not on a timeline and this isn’t a race. Try
not to let yourself get intimidated by the perceived success of other
people around you. You have the rest of your life to worka career, so
make the necessary moves for your sanity. Need to chill out? Take a
year off. Wanna see what else is out there? Hitchhike/rideshare across
the country. Apply to grad schools if you’ve got a clearer objective,
but taking time to articulate what that goal is exactly is a mature
gesture. Maybe use the opportunity of suddenly having not as many
formal obligations to do something that you’ve always wanted to do.
Q# How does one handle a class taught by aprofessor who• clearly has no interest in teaching the class? I can’t sit
idle and wait to give a nasty end ofthe quarter review.
It just seems to be a royal waste of time and education to have a
professor who is consistently late, unorganized with all assignments,
unprepared to and uninterested in teaching class.
A0 It happens, but it’s still a privilege to be in college. Take
0 in the information that’s provided and apply it to what-
ever you can. Just because the professor doesn’t care
doesn’t mean that you don’t have to. It may be painful in the mean-
time, but provide a constructive review because then it could benefit
their career and therefore future students who’ve got to endure the
course too. Sounds like it could be an easy A, and check ratemypro-
fessor.combefore registering next time. Additionally, being a profes-
sor is tough—they may be teaching a lot of courses to make a good
wage, so try to exercise patience and empathy. Maybe they’re going
through a divorce or something.
CORRECTIONS:
• Kristen Stoffel was last weeks Student Athlete of the Week. Although she was photographed and interviewed for the column, the name was incorrectly listed as
AshleyFarley. We regret the error.
• In “SU Mens Basketball Falls Short to CSUB,” Isiah Umipig’s last name was spelled incorrectly. We regret the error.
• To clarify, Public Safety started hosting weeklypractices of emergencysituations in the summer months and those practicescontinue year-round. This clarifi-
cation applies to the article “SU Student Stabbed, Assailants Arrested.”
by Emily August
o*
• iSo Iwould like to make out with one ofmyfriends who is a
man and that is all. I do not want to date him. Just smash
A
face. Doyou think I should askhim to make out?
• Sure, I mean I’d recommend entering the hang out session
.
with flirty vibes to see how he reacts, but that’s only if
you’re afraid of rejection. If you know that he is down, go for it. It’s
not as awkward as you might think and it is straight forward and kind
ofpolite. You know, opposed to head-butting them.
Q:
m I’m taking thefull course load and I ’m so stressedout it is
killing my sex drive, and consequently mypartner’s become a bit in-
secure. How do I either re-vavavoom, or show that it ain’t-their fault?
* A
9 Communicate this to your partner! Literally, read this to
mm9 them.
Q* I identify as a heterosexual woman. The other night my*
roommate was drunk and we made out. She doesn’t re-
member, but it was really hot. I am now questioning my sexuality.
HELP.
A9 Are you sure she doesn’t remember or is she bluffing to
• keep the sanity in your close quarters? It’s healthy to ques-
tion your sexuality, just not with your roommate. That gets
sticky quick and would be an awkward hashing out with your RA if
you two pursue each other and a conflict arises. Which it probably
will, because not getting involved with your roommate is like the
number one rule for living with someone. I know that you see her
change all the time and stuff, but our school and the surrounding Hill
is full of cute girls! You’ll never know how complex your sexuality
is unless you explore it.
Laters on the Menjay,
Emily
Visit www.seattlespectator.com/category/opinion/ to submit a question.
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